Iberian Congress “The Bicycle and the City”

Scientifique
- Conférence

Date de début : 16 Mai 2018 11:00
Date de fin : 20 Mai 2018 19:00

Lieu : Valencia

Organisé par : València en Bici-Acció Ecologista Agró and Bici es Vida

Source de l'information :

The Iberian Congress “The Bicycle and the City” is a joint initiative of ConBici and the Federação Portuguesa de Cicloturismo e Utilizadores de Bicicleta (FPCUB). It is the oldest series of bicycle congresses in Spain, being its first edition in 1996.

Its goal is to present the most important novelties and experiences around the bicycle as a means of transport in Spain and Portugal. The themes are the designs of bike lanes, school roads, cycle routes, regulations, intermodality, public bikes and new types of urban bikes, among others.

Informations pratiques :